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The following guide is reproduced with permission from the authors. The text and photos 
are from Matt and Randal’s excellent but out of print “Sport Climbing in New Mexico”. 
 
Warning:  Rock climbing is a potentially dangerous sport. The author’s opinions regarding 
the following climbs are intended to serve only as guidelines. It is the responsibility of 
each user of this guide to determine when our suggestions should be disregarded in favor 
of a more suitable approach. Helmets are advised. You are responsible for your own 
actions.  
 
Some climbs in this guide may be equipped with cold shut anchors. These anchors are 
intended for lowering after a lead only. DO NOT BELAY ON OR TOP-OUT OVER OPEN 
COLD SHUT ANCHORS. Serious injury or death may occur if this warning is ignored. 

Crag Description:  The "Overlook" is a 65 foot (mostly south-facing) basalt cliff with over 65 sport and 
traditional routes.  This area is White Rock's premier sport climbing and toproping crag (routes on the 
Overlook's popular south side have had toproping bolts installed that can be reached from the rim).  The 
area is climbable year-round, due to the varied aspect of the cliff.  Most people come to the Overlook to 
sport climb; though many worthy cracks exist, they are not on par with those of many other crags in the 
vicinity. 

Getting There:  To get to the "Overlook," turn off NM 4 onto Rover, make an immediate left onto Meadow 
Lane.  Turn at the sign on Meadow Lane that announces "Overlook Park."  Follow this road due east until 
you get to its end.  Park here, and walk straight out. Just before you get to the Rio Grande "Overlook", turn 
left (north), and walk to the end of a narrow ridge of rock.  Climb down to the next level, which is the top rope 
anchor level.  Due north is the sport climbing area, and due east is the more traditional (crack and bolted) 
top roping area.  The Overlook top ropes are all set with bolts.  It is not always obvious that people are 
below...be careful!  Get to the cliff base by following a distinct trail on the south end of the main cliff. 
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